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Let Y denote the collection of all finite semigroups. Let N denote 
the nonnegative integers. The well known and important (group) 
complexity function # c : Y -+ N has been extensively studied. See 
[ 1, Chapter 61 for definitions. Below we list some axioms and prove that 
exactly one function #c satisfies them. For background, definitions, 
and development of the theory of complexity for finite semigroups, see 
[l, Chapters 1, 5-9 (especially Chapter 9)]. For further results on 
complexity see [2, 3, 4, 5, 61. 
In the following 19 denotes any function of Y into N. 
We write S < < S, x *mm x S, if and only if S is a subdirect product 
of s, ,...) S, , i.e., S is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of S, x *** x S, 
which projects onto Si for all j. 
AXIOM I. Let S < < S, x -** x S,. Then 
e(S) = max{B(S,): i = l,..., n}. 
We write LY : S -++ T if and only if 01 is an epimorphism (equals onto 
homomorphism in this paper). We write 01 : S-Y T if and only if 01 
is one-to-one when restricted to each subgroup of S. See [l, Chapter 81 
for extensive background. 
AXIOM II. S --++,, T implies e(S) = c9( T). Also 0((O)) = 0. 
Following Green for s i , sa in S we write sr 9 s2 if and only if Ss, = 
Ss, . We recall that s E S is regular if and only if there exists r E S such 
that srs = s. Then, by definition 01 : S -++=I T if and only if for all 
regular elements s i , s2 E S, Al = a(s2) implies s1 64 sa . See [ 1, Chapter 
g] for extensive background. 
AXIOM III. S --++r T implies 0(S) < 1 + B(T). 
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If 19, : Y --t N we write 0i < 19s if and only if 0,(S) < 0,(S), all s E Y. 
AXIOM IV. 0 is greater than OY equal to any function satisfying the 
previous axioms. 
Let #Y--L(S) be th e smallest nonnegative n so that S + 0 can be 
written as &3i . . . CU,-~&O~, with c+, ,..., Al, y-epimorphism and /3i ,..., /3, 
Y-epimophisms. #Y--L, : Y + N is well defined. See [1, Chapters 8 
and 93. Then we have the following. 
THEOREM 1. There exists one and only one function satisfying Axioms 
I-IV. It is #G(S) and 
#G(S) = min{ #v-L,(T): T ++ S}. (1) 
Proof. If 8, and e2 both satisfy Axioms I-IV, then 0i < 8, and 
&, < e1 SO 0i = 8, . Thus, it suffices to show that #G satisfies Axioms 
I-IV and that Eq. (1) holds. 
That #G satisfies Axiom I is well known and trivial. See [l, Fact 
6.2.21. That #G satisfies Axiom II is well known and nontrivial. See 
[2, 3, 41. That #c satisfies Axiom III is rather easy using standard 
techniques and Axiom II. See, [5, Corollary (4.14)]; [2, Corollary 21. 
Thus, #G satisfies Axioms I, II and III. We notice if 0 satisfies Axiom I, 
then S -+-+ T implies 0(S) > e(T) since S < < S x T so O(S) > 
max(eW, e(T)), and, thus, e(S) 3 O(T). Al so it is trivial to verify that 
if 0 satisfies Axiom II and III, then 0 < #v-L, . Now let #A(S) = 
min{#Y--L(T) : T + S}. From these remarks we see immediately that 
if 0 satisfies Axioms I, II, and III, then 0 < #A since T--w S implies 
e(S) < e(T) < #Y--L(T). In particular, #G < #A . Thus, to complete 
the proof of the theorem it suffices to prove #A ,< #c . Now given S 
with #G(S) = n we can construct (by definition of #G) S’ ++ S with 
5” < C,X,G,X, ... XrG,XrC,, . See [l, Chapter 61 or [5] for notation 
and definitions. Let 
and 
aK : CxX,GKX, ..a --++ GKX, ... 
/lK : GKXYCKpl ... -+ CKdlXy ... 
be the projection epimorphisms. Then by restriction &3i **. 01,.-i 
pci : S’ + 0 with (Y, : S’ tf,, oln(S’), & : a,(S’) ++P’ /3,a,(S’), etc. 
Szela[l, Chapter 81. Thus, #Y-L(S’) < #JS) with S’ ++ S. Thus, 
#JS) < #c(S) and all is proved. 
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COROLLARY 1 (Lower bounds for complexity). Let 0 : Y --+ IV 
satisfy 
T++S implies 8(S) < O(T) (2) 
and 
O(S) < #v-L(S) 
Then O(S) < #c(S) for all S. 
for all S. (3) 
Proof. T - S implies e(S) < e(T) < #Y--L(T) so e(S) \< min 
{#y--L(T) : T- S> = #o(S). 
As an application of Corollary 1 we mention #, of Tilson and 
Rhodes [6] 
Let #,,-L(e : S--t T) be the smallest nonnegative n so that 0 can be 
written as q&J, *em OI,-~&Y,, with q, ,..., ol, y-epimorphisms and p, ,..., & 
Y-epimorphisms. This is well defined by [l, Chapter 81. Notice 
#y--L,(S+O) = #Y--L(S). Th en we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. #G(S) < #y--L~(S - T) + #G(T). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the order of S. If 1 S 1 = 1, then 
the assertion is trivial. Thus, assume the assertion is true for all semi- 
groups of order less than S. If S = T, then again the assertion is trivial. 
Otherwise we can choose S, # S so that either 
S~+S,-++T and #v-~4s - T) = #~-L&S - T) (4) 
or 
S -g+ S, ++ T and #,&S -+ T) = #v-&Sl - T) + 1. (5) 
In case (4) we have #c(S) = #c(SJ d #y--L~(S1 - T) + #G(T) = 
#y--L,(S - T) + #o(T) by A xiom II and induction. In case (5) we 
have #4S) < #G(S1) + 1 < #y--L(S1 - T) + #C(T) + 1 < #y--Lt 
(S - T) - 1 + #G(T) + 1 = #Y--L(S - T) + #G(T) by Axiom 
III and induction. This proves Corollary 2. 
We now consider some alternative formulations of Axioms I-IV. 
We first observe that S < T implies #G(S) < #c(T). Thus, in Theorem 
1 Axiom I can be replaced by the following form. 
AXIOM I (strong form). Let S ++ T. Then O(S) > e(T). Let S < T, 
then O(S) < 8(T). Let S = S, x S, . Then 8(S) = max(B(S,), O(S,)). 
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Also by examining the proof of Theorem 1 we can replace Axiom I 
by the following form. 
AXIOM I (weak form). Let S -++ T. Then O(S) > B(T). 
Thus, Axioms I-IV hold for 0 if and only if Axiom I (strong form), 
II-IV hold for 19 if and only if Axiom I (weak form), II-IV hold for 0. 
Now consider the following axiom. 
AXIOM II (ideal form). Let I be a combinatorial ideal of S. Then 
e(s/z) = e(s). ~~~~ e({oj) = 0. 
Then we have the follow proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. 8 satisfies Axiom I and Axiom II ;f and only if b’ 
satisfies Axiom I and Axiom II (ideal form). 
Proof. See [I, Corollary 9.3.41. 
Thus, in Theorem 1 Axiom II can be replaced by Axiom II (ideal 
form). Following Green we write si 2 sa for s1 , s2 E S if and only if 
Ss, = Ss, and s,S = ~$7. X is an equivalence relation on S. We 
write 01 : S -Y(p) T if and only if ct is one-to-one each P-equivalence 
class of S. See [l, Chapter 81. Then consider the following axiom. 
AXIOM II (y(Z) form). Let S -H,,(~) T. Then O(S) = O(T). Also 
e({o)) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2. 8 satisJies Axiom I (weak form) and Axiom II if and 
only if 0 satisjes Axiom I (weak form) and Axiom II (y(Z) form). 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the following “lifting 
lemma” of [4]. 
LEMMA 1 (“lifting lemma”). Let 0 : S +jv T. Then there exists 
a. . S’ ++S SO that 8a : S’ -Y(X) T. 
Proof. See [4]. 
In the following we borrow freely from the notation, definition and 
results of [I, Chapter 81. Then we consider this axiom. 
AXIOM III (GM form). Let S be a GM semigroup. Then 8(S) < 
epwz(s)) + I. 
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PROPOSITION 3. 0 satisfies Axioms I-III if and only if 0 satisfies 
Axioms I and II and Axiom III (GM form). 
Proof. S -2’ RLM( S), so Axiom III implies Axiom III (GM form). 
Conversely, let 8 satisfy Axioms I and II and Axiom III (GM form). 
Let S -wL’ T. Then S -wL’ T -nL# SL’ = SeRLM. But consider 
S-Y SBGM. Let 9? = {R: R is a GM semigroup and S --++ R>. Now 
S@GM < < r(R: R E a}. Let /3 : n{R : R E 92’) -+-+ n{RLM(R): R E 92} 
with /3 = n{RLM). Now RLM(RLM(R)) = RLM(R) for R E 952, so since 
/3(2PG”) < < n{RLM(R): R E 92?} we have (/3(,VGM))BRLM = j3(SBGM) 
and so S-H. T-++ SL’ = S@RLhf - (fl(S@GM))@RLM = /j(,‘+j’@GM), 
and, thus, e(T) 3 Q3(S@GM)). But by Axiom II e(S) = O(SBGM) and by 
Axiom I e(S@GM) = max{B(R): R ~52’) so e(S) = max {O(R): R ~9%“). 
Now by Axiom III (GM form) B(R) < 1 + B(RLM(R)) for R E 9 and 
again by Axiom I &SBGM) = max{RLM(R): R E a}. Thus, e(T) 3 
e(p(S@GM)) = max{B(RLM(R)) : R E W} > (max{e(R) : R E 9)) - 1 = 
e(S) - 1. Thus, e(T) + 1 > e(S) and Proposition 3 is proved. 
Now consider the following axiom. 
AXIOM II AND III (strong form). B < #Y-L~ . 
Then Theorem 1 and its proof remain valid if Axiom I is replaced by 
Axiom I (weak form) and Axioms II and III are replaced by Axioms II 
and III (strong form). See Corollary 1 of this paper. 
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